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ABSTRACT:   

 
In the rapid increasing usage of wireless sensor networks, fault tolerance is an exigent task to 
improve the overall performance. In this work we made an attempt using artificial bee colony 
approach to find data aggregation with fault tolerance in WSN to make an effective use of the 
existing resources. In this paper it is tried to apply the performance of the Q-MST based fault 
tolerance mechanism with the existing ant colony algorithms for data aggregation in WSN. We 
applied Q-MST for fault tolerance purpose; Ant Colony algorithm and PRIMS algorithm are 
used for generating data aggregation tree (MST). The quadratic minimum spanning tree (Q-
MST) is an improved version of minimum spanning tree where ordered pair cost of distinct 
edges would be considered for implementing an alternate edge for the existing edge failure in 
MST.  
 

Keywords: WSN, Data aggregation, Fault Tolerance, MST, Q-MST, Swarm Intelligence   

 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

Recent technology predominate the wireless sensor networks in most of the applications 

to perform day to day activities in the real world. The main goal of WSN is to detect 

environmental parameters and accordingly changes its voltage level or generates the other 

signals which can be digitized by using digital sensor. The WSN must have certain features in 

order to adopt it in real time environment. The important features include tiny size, low cost 

and low energy consumption while transmitting the data among the sensors as well as to the 

base station. A WSN is a distributed wireless ad-hoc network which has sensors used for 
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sensing the environment to track the climate changes, seismic activities, movement of enemy 

troops in war, industrial monitoring and to be used in many home applications. A big constraint 

of the sensor nodes is battery power as batteries are not easy to be replaced or recharged 

immediately whenever required. In WSN fault tolerance is essential as per restraints of it. In 

real world, the numbers of sensors are densely deployed to maintain the accuracy and fault 

tolerance purpose, but dense deployment is not the only solution; to maintain the fault 

tolerance, we need an efficient mechanism to transmit the collected data. The data aggregation 

is a mechanism to transmit the data in WSN, it can reduce the redundant transmission in typical 

WSN, but data aggregation cannot improve the fault tolerance directly in the sensor field. In 

the growing usage of WSN, we need a mechanism to improve the fault tolerance in real- time 

applications. This is an attempt to improve the fault tolerance by using Q-MST which considers 

the weight of ordered pair of the alternate edges.  

 

1.1 Motivation 

As the usage of the sensor networks is increasing day by day and the power consumption 

in WSN is an important parameter. Whenever any node or link failure occurs while transmitting 

the data packets then remaining transmissions will be abandoned and we need to reconfigure 

everything again hence consumes more power. It results the loss of data packets and battery 

power which are the main concerns of sensor networks. Thus the motivation behind our work 

is to find an alternative edge or link in an optimized and efficient manner. Artificial Bee Colony 

Algorithm [1, 2, 3, 4] is used to find an alternative link in order to complete those remaining 

transmissions which were remained uncompleted when any node or link become down. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

In WSN operative data aggregation is an essential task for effective utilization of limited 

resources. The proposed work establishes a spanning tree based on Ant Colony Optimization 

(ACO) [5, 6] to perform data aggregation using pheromone values. The work also essences on 

link failure among the sensor nodes based Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) approach using 

predefined value for effective utilization of network resources. 

The sensor network is modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where V is considered as a set of 

homogeneous sensor nodes. Every sensor node has a maximum transmission range represented 

by R which is used for setting up its neighbor set Nbr(i).The neighbor set Nbr(i) contains a 

collection of nodes whose distances are less than R ( Nbr(i) = { j | eij ≤ Rg) where, eij is the 

distance between the node i and j and the set of eij comprises the E. 

The source node senses and collects data periodically from the surroundings and sends 

it to the next hop until this data reaches to the sink node. The goal is to find the efficient data 

aggregation tree with fault tolerant mechanism to enhance the throughput, end-to-end delay 

and the network life time. The problem is solved by generating data aggregation tree by ACO 

algorithm and the fault-tolerant mechanism is applied by implementing Q-MST in sensor 

networks using ABC algorithm. 

 

 

 

1.3 Limitations of Existing Work 
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The existing work evaluates the spanning tree based ant colony optimization (ACO) [5, 

6] to perform the aggregation tree for data aggregation from source to sink. The existing data 

aggregation work is without any fault tolerance mechanism. 

1.4 Proposed Approach 

The work focuses on data aggregation along with fault tolerance mechanism using ABC 

algorithm which is based on edge-to-edge cost evaluation. The proposed work evaluates the 

alternate edge when a node receives a link failure signal using the minimum cost of all the 

possible options in place of the failure link. The proposed work may have additional cost to 

maintain the edge-to-edge cost. The proposed work performs the alternate edge by using 

heuristic ABC which is a swarm intelligence approach inspired by intelligent foraging behavior 

of honey bees based a solution for NP-Hard problem Q-MST [7]. 

Here, we focus on some parameter like end to end delay, energy consumption and 

throughput. We generated a minimum spanning tree for data aggregation using PRIMS and 

ACO algorithm. Then we applied Q-MST for fault tolerance. Thus, in this paper we performed 

various comparisons with data aggregation tree, shown in result analysis section. 

1.5 Technical Challenges and Solutions 

In WSN, plenty of technical challenges may encounter in the literature. Some of them 

are to maintain the transmission from source to sink node though any link failure, node failure 

or node's channel failure occurs. Second one is data aggregation mechanism where data comes 

from various sources. Third one is security on the nodes and security while transmission goes 

on. Next, we need to maintain energy efficiency. Nodes mobility is also an important issue. 

Thus, we can say that a wireless sensor network contains a lot of technical challenges 

but in this paper we focused on the data aggregation and fault tolerance mechanisms. 

1.6 Contributions  

The contribution of the work is to adopt fault tolerance based data aggregation 

mechanism for WSN. The Q-MST based minimum spanning tree approach was used to find 

the data aggregation. The proposed approach has been compared with ACO approach. The 

comparative results are displayed in the result section. The main contribution of the work is 

fault tolerance supportive data aggregation in WSN. 

The remaining paper is organized as follows. The second section is the related work 

represents the data aggregation using ant colony approach, using clustered approach, heuristic 

approach and many more approaches. Section 3 describes the ABC and ACO approaches for 

fault tolerance and data aggregation and algorithms which we design to improve the data 

aggregation using fault tolerance. It explains the Q-MST generation using ABC algorithm with 

an example. Section 4 describes the implementation details of our work with the existing work. 

Section 5 shows the graphical representation (result analysis) of our work in WSN. 

 

[2] RELATED WORK 

A WSN consisting of sensor and aggregator nodes which can communicate with base 

station and when a query is commenced by base station or any other intermediated node then 

during data collection phase data aggregation is performed. Data aggregation is frequent 

operation for several queries posted by base station. 

In [5], Wen-Hwan Liao et. al. introduced ant colony algorithm[8] for data aggregation in 

WSN. Every ant will search the possible path from different source to sink node by updating 
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the pheromone values. In this mechanism common paths would be identified and in those 

common paths data aggregation would be applied to improve the performance of WSN. 

In [6] a DAACA family of ant colony algorithm[8] which contains basic-DAACA, Elitist 

strategy based DAACA (ES-DAACA), Max-Min based DAACA (MM-DAACA) and ant 

colony based DAACA (ACS-DAACA) for data aggregation. It is based on evaporation and 

deposition of pheromones in ACO algorithm. ES-DAACA, MM-DAACA and ACS-DAACA 

are heuristic methods which focus on consuming low energy and prolonging network life time. 

It proves that DAACA algorithm is superior to other data aggregation algorithms in terms of 

energy efficiency, computation complexity, enhancing network lifetime, success rate of single 

hop transmission.  

In [9], a structure free and real-time protocol based on spatial and temporal convergence 

is designed. It uses two mechanisms for spatial and temporal convergence i.e. a data aware 

unicasting policy which is real-time and waiting policy that is judiciously. 

Jamal Al Karaki et. al. [10] represents an aggregator selection scheme based on grid 

based routing known as GRASS. It is a heuristic and optimal approach for getting minimum 

number of aggregator nodes during routing data to elongate lifetime of the network. It uses in-

network processing and data aggregation at divergent levels of virtual grid. At the first level 

aggregators are called LAs (local aggregators) and in next higher level these are said MAs 

(Master aggregators). It considers the joint problem towards routing. 

In [11], a distributed algorithm called cell-AS is proposed to diminish aggregation 

latency under physical interference model of arbitrary topologies in WSN. It uses O (k) time 

slots to complete aggregation where K is logarithm of proportion of length of highest link and 

length of smallest link. This algorithm segregates the network into cells based to the value k. 

It also gives a centralized algorithm called NN-AS for completeness and by using NN-AS, it 

generates an aggregation tree. While coupling with link scheduling strategies, it takes O (log 

n) and O (log3 n) time slots, where n is the number of nodes. It proves the correctness and 

efficiency of this algorithm. 

Jun et. al. [12] discusses the unbalanced energy dissipation in cluster based WSN. This 

paper proposes an algorithm named EEBCDA (energy efficient and balanced cluster data 

aggregation algorithm). These algorithms partition the network into unequal size rectangular 

grids and rotate the cluster head among the nodes in every grid. The particular cluster head of 

a grid which dissipate more energy has more nodes to participate in cluster head rotation and 

shares energy load, as a result balanced energy dissipation. 

Leandro et. al. [13] presents an algorithm called YEAST algorithm for contriving a 

dynamic spatial correlation aware and scalable routing data collection and aggregation. The 

YEAST algorithm built a routing tree for data aggregation. The main advantage of YEAST 

algorithm is the size of correlation region can vary dynamically according to the application 

needs and event properties. 

During the data aggregation, when a node failure or any problem may occur at any node 

then we need a fault tolerance mechanism. Some of the literature related to fault tolerance is 

given as below: 

Md. Azharuddin et. al. [14] proposes dispersed clustering and routing algorithm known 

as DFCR supports both energy efficiency and fault tolerance. This algorithm does the recovery 

of members at run time due to cluster head failure and provides routing. Its Results are 
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compared with another fault clustering algorithm for fault tolerance presented by Gupta and 

Younis [15], Minimum Hop Routing model abbreviated as MHRM [16] and distributed energy 

balanced algorithm known as DEBR [17]. This algorithm found better than all other compared 

algorithms. 

In [18], two routing protocols are proposed. These are periodic and event driven query 

based routing protocols named PEQ and clustered based routing protocol named CPEQ. PEQ 

provides path configuration and low latency for event notifications. CPEQ is the variant of 

PEQ and the results of both protocols are compared with a well-known protocol called directed 

diffusion (DD) defined in Intanagonwiwat et al., 2003.The Results shows that PEQ is better 

than DD in terms of average delay and speed up in packet delivery as it uses shortest path. 

CPEQ is also performs better than DD in average delay and packet delivery. 

Ataul Bari et. al. [19] presented a two-tiered sensor network based on clusters using relay 

nodes. It solves the relay nodes placement problem and upper-tier networks routing problem 

jointly by an ILP (Integer Linear Program) formulation. The proposed approach determines 

routing scheme appropriately which reduces energy dissipation of critical nodes. This approach 

prolongs network lifetime and fault tolerance. 

In [20], an idea of fault tolerance based on active nodes using battery power and 

interference model named AFBTI is proposed where faulty nodes are identified by using both 

battery power and interference model. For a low battery power node fault tolerance is designed 

using hands-off technique where a faulty node selects a neighbor node having highest power 

and transfers its services to it. Fault tolerance against interference model is achieved by power 

level adjustment dynamically by allocating power slots to each neighbor nodes. If any node 

wants to transfer the sensed data, it turns into active status and transmit the data with maximum 

power otherwise enters into sleep mode having minimum power adequate to receive a hello 

message and for maintaining connectivity. 

Besides all of above, various algorithms based on differential evolution [21], cluster 

based routing algorithm [22] and many more energy aware routing algorithm had already been 

implemented in wireless sensor networks.   

 

[3] ABC AND ACO APPROACH TO FAULT TOLERANCE AND DATA 

AGGREGATION IN WSN 

Swarm Intelligence [23] is a vital concept in computer science and artificial intelligence 

with eminent properties. It is inspired from the conjoint behavior of social insects which works 

under very few rules. Self-organization with limited restrictions among agents is one of them. 

Some of the examples of collective behavior are flocking, swarming, herding, foraging and 

nest building. Here, we consider two of the most prominent and successful approaches of 

swarm intelligence are Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm and Ant Colony Optimization. 

The ABC algorithm relies on foraging behavior of honey bees. Initially, some bees go in 

search of a food source. After finding a good food source, bees come back to colony and 

perform a waggle dance to proliferate the source knowledge. The better quality food source 

will attracts more bees. Similarly, ants also have food collecting behavior like bees in ABC. 

Instead of foraging behavior, ant colony algorithm relies on pheromones. Ants move randomly 

in all directions in search of food source. As soon as any ant finds a food source, it returned 

back to colony by leaving a chemical substances trail along the path. This is called pheromones 
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which are detected by other ants and they start following same path. The frequency of visiting 

the path is decided by pheromones concentration. Thus, the shortest path will be favored by 

ants as they will keep adding pheromones along the path which makes stronger concentration 

against evaporation. This section describes the generation of Q-MST by using ABC algorithm 

which will be used for fault tolerance and generation of MST as data aggregation tree using 

ACO algorithm. 

 

3.1 Introduction to Q-MST 

The Quadratic Minimum Spanning Tree abbreviated as Q-MST [7] is an extended form 

of MST. In Q-MST, besides edge costs we also consider the costs of ordered pairs of edges in 

the tree. Our aim is to find a spanning tree with minimum sum of total cost of the aforesaid. 

We know that finding a MST is a polynomial time solvable problem but finding a Q-MST is 

NP-hard problem. In this paper we uses artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC algorithm) to find 

Q-MST. 

Let G = (V, E) be graph which is connected and undirected where V is set of vertices and 

E is set of edges. A non-negative cost function W: E -> R+ with edges E of graph G and C: 

(E*E - (e, e), V e ϵ E) → R+ with ordered pairs of edges. The QMST finds a spanning tree T 

subset or equal to E which minimizes: 

 

∑ ∑ 𝑐(𝑒1, 𝑒2)

𝑒2𝜖𝑡

+ ∑ 𝑊(𝑒)

𝑒𝜖𝑡𝑒1𝜖𝑡

 

      e1≠e2 
The QMST problem was introduced by Asad and Xu [24, 25] and they proved it NP-hard 

and due to NP-hard nature of it we need to use heuristics methods as exact methods are not 

practical to solve it. 

Let, we understand QMST by taking an example of a fully connected graph of vertices 5 

which has 10 numbers of edges named e1 to e10. The Weight matrix is given below. The 

diagonal elements are the weight of edges and remaining are weight of ordered pair of vertices.  

 

 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10 

e1 50 10 15 16 10 7 5 8 12 20 

e2 7 90 12 16 13 12 9 8 3 10 

e3 8 5 80 19 14 17 15 10 14 5 

e4 11 19 6 60 7 12 10 13 8 9 

e5 5 8 6 6 75 7 10 18 14 6 

e6 5 4 8 15 1 77 9 19 17 5 

e7 13 5 18 10 20 12 65 7 20 16 

e8 3 19 4 6 10 17 14 85 9 13 

e9 1 10 12 11 13 9 8 6 45 11 

e10 9 8 4 18 12 10 17 6 3 55 

    
     Table 1: Edge to Edge Matrix of fully connected graph for 5 nodes 
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The fully connected graph for 5 nodes is given in fig. 1: 

 

 

Fig. 1: An examples explaining QMST generation 

The table 1 and fig. 1 above illustrates the QMST generation [7] using artificial bee colony 

algorithm where the algorithm for determination of neighboring food source is used for 

deciding neighbor edge in WSN. 

The table 1 which is edge to edge matrix also known as inter cost matrix of the sensor 

network. We have taken a complete graph with 5 nodes which is given in fig. 1 (a). Fig. 1 (b) 

is the spanning tree of this complete graph with weight 240. Now, somehow any particular 

channel of any node i.e. node 5 is down or the link between node 5 and 4 (edge e9) is broken 

then this edge e9 is to be deleted which is shown is fig. 1 (c) as dashed line and we need to 

generate an alternative neighborhood solution to it by using ABC algorithm. Deletion of edge 

e9 divides the graph into two components. The first component contains nodes 1, 2, 5 and 

another one contains nodes 3 and 4. Now the alternative solution is chosen randomly i.e. 

solution 1 (d) which contains three candidate edges e5, e6 and e8 either of all can be inserted 

in place of e9. Now we calculate the total cost for the entire above said candidate edges using 

inter cost matrix of the sensor nodes shown in table 1. 

 
a.) for edge e5 (edge connecting nodes 2 and 3) 

 

 Total-Weight =  weight(e5,e5)+ weight(e1,e5) + weight(e5, e1)+ weight(e7,e5) 

 + weight(e5, e7)+ weight(e10, e5) + weight(e5, e10) 

= 75 + 10 + 5 + 20 + 10 + 12 + 6 = 138  
 

b.) For edge e6 (edge connecting nodes 2 and 4) 

  

 Total-Weight =  weight(e6,e6)+ weight(e1, e6) + weight(e6,e1)+weight(e7,e6)   

 + weight(e6, e7)+ weight(e10, e6) + weight(e6, e10) 

= 77 + 7 + 5 + 12 + 9 + 10 + 5  

= 125 

c.) For edge e8 (edge connecting nodes 5 and 3) 
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Total-Weight =  weight(e8, e8)+ weight(e1, e8) + weight(e8, e1)+  weight(e7,e8) 

+  weight(e8,e7)+ weight(e10,e8) +  weight(e8, e10) 

                         = 85 + 8 + 3 + 7 + 14 + 6 + 13 

                         = 136 

 

Thus, by comparing all the above points a, b and c using local search it is found that the 

edge e6 has the least weight. Thus edge e6 has to be selected as an alternative of edge e9.  The 

algorithm to determine the neighboring food source is as below: 

 

Algorithm to determine neighboring food source 

Input: Any food source 𝐹𝑖  

Output: A neighbor food source 𝐹𝑖
′ or Φ when the algorithm fails to get a 

neighbor food source after 𝑡𝑡     trials.               

Create a copy 𝐹𝑖
′ of food source 𝐹𝑖 

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ←  ∅ 
Clear the tabu list 

While trial 𝑡𝑡   do 

       Remove an edge e which does not belongs to tabu list from food source 𝐹𝑖
′ 

       Add e to tabu list. 

       Now, randomly choose another food source 𝐹𝑗  that is different from 𝐹𝑖
′. 

       Find the minimum cost candidate edge e' in 𝐹𝑗   that is different from e. 

          if,  none candidate edge available then 

                    restore 𝐹𝑖
′
 by adding back the removed edge e 

                     𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ← 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 1 

        else 

                add e' to 𝐹𝑖
′ 

                break 

         if,  𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑡𝑡 then 

                  𝐹𝑖
′ ←  ∅ 

 

3.2 Introduction to ACO 

 

The concept of ant colony optimization is given by Marco Dorigo [26]. In it artificial 

ants are deployed for performing heuristic search. We used ACO algorithm to get minimum 

spanning tree which act as data aggregation tree. It is a probabilistic approach used to find 

stochastic solutions. After getting a solution the evaporation and pheromones values get 

updated. Some of the advantages of ant colony optimization are: 

a. It is a probabilistic approach to solve computational problems which can be reduced to 

find shortest path. 

b. By updating the pheromones value, the ACO solution will reaches near to global optimal 

solution. 

c. In ACO, it is assumed each ant have limited learning ability 

d. The complete ACO process is accomplished by cooperation of ants and ant reaches 

gradually to optimal solutions. 
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Figure 2: Ant Colony Optimization 

A lot of research has been to ACO in WSN [5, 6, and 27]. Thus as a conclusion, we found 

ACO algorithm good for data aggregation in WSN. 

 

3.3 Ant colony algorithm for data aggregation 

 

Ant colony algorithm applies the mechanism of ACO algorithm except some changes to 

overcome the drawbacks of ACO. In ACA algorithm ant explores surrounding area to their 

nest in random fashion. As an ant finds a food source, it manipulates the quality and quantity 

of it and brings it to the nest. 

Ants deposit a pheromone trail on the ground during their return trip. The pheromone 

quantity depends on quality and quantity of food and it will guide other ants to reach to the 

food source. Thus, there is an indirect communication through pheromones trails which will 

helps them to find the shortest path between their food sources and nest. This feature of real 

ants is implemented in artificial ants for solving optimizing problems. Pheromone trails 

simulation is done via a pheromone model which is parameterized probabilistic model [5]. This 

model consist a set of parameters whose values are called the pheromone values. Thus, the 

ACA algorithm is a heuristic approach used for probabilistic design of solutions by using 

pheromones values. 

 

 

 

3.3.1 Selection of Next Hope 

 

   When a source sensor node wants to transfer the data then it selects the 

next hop using random-proportional rule (Eq. 1), where k is an ant in data packet at node i 

choose to move at node j until it reaches to sink node. Thus the probability for a node i to select 

a node j as next hop, is defined as: 
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𝑃𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝜏(𝑖,𝑗)×(𝑖,𝑗)𝛾

𝑢∈𝑁𝑖𝜏(𝑖,𝑢)×(𝑖,𝑢)𝛾 ................................................ (1) 

 

Where, 𝜏(𝑖, 𝑗) is the pheromone value from node i to node j. It is the inverse of the hop 

count from node j to the sink node adding one, Ni is the total number of neighbor nodes to the 

node i and is a parameter which determine comparative influence of heuristic values η (i, j),(γ 

> 0). 

Then a message communication mechanism is designed for promoting the aggregation 

results and finally, the evaporation and pheromones releasing are defined which adjust the 

quantities of pheromones dynamically. The node with lower hop count and exist in the path is 

gets more pheromones value and increases the probability of receiving messages in 

transmissions which occurs later whereas if a node does not receive a message then pheromone 

value of such node will be evaporated and it reduces the probability of receiving of receiving 

messages.  

 

3.3.2. Pheromone Updating Rule 

 
 The pheromones values are updated according to following equations (2)-(4). 

 

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (𝑖 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑖𝑗 + 𝜌𝛿𝜏𝑖𝑗----------------------------------------- (2) 

  Where, 

  𝛿𝜏𝑖𝑗 =  [1 + (ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑗)] × 𝛿𝜔𝑗------------------------------------ (3) 

  Where,  

   𝛿𝑤𝑗 = ∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑗
−1

𝑖𝜖𝑅𝑗
+ (ℎ𝑗

−1)------------------------------------------- (4) 

 

 

Where, ρ is pheromone evaporation parameter,  ℎ𝑖 is the hop count between nodes i and sink 

node and ℎ𝑗  is the hop count between node j to sink node. 

By using Eq. (2), the pheromone value is discounted by a pheromone evaporation 

parameter ρ. It gives new pheromone value between calculated pheromone and newly added 

pheromone value. In Eq. (3): 

 

a. If ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑗 > 0, then it means that node j is much closer to the sink node then node i. Thus, 

more   pheromones will be deposited to the path from node i to node j. 

 

b. If ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑗 = 0, then it means both node i and node j have same hop count to sink. Hence, 

the ∆𝜔𝑗 amount of pheromones will be deposited by the algorithm. 

 

c. If ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑗 < 0, then no pheromone will be deposited on this path 

 

Eq. (4) has 𝑅𝑗 as the collection of source nodes through node j, and inverse of the total 

hop count of these source nodes arriving to node j is  ∑(𝐻𝑖𝑗
−1)    . Thus, the total hop count for 

reaching from source to sink node through intermediate node j is  ∆𝜔𝑗. 

 The amount of pheromones being added on the path depends on the hop count. If the 

total hop count is low, then large amount of pheromones is added to the path being traversed 
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from node i to node j as presented in Eq.(3). Thus, the amount of pheromones added will 

encourage more ants to follow this path. 

 For a node with an aggregation, when an ant moves through the path, it updates the 

pheromone level of all its neighbors using Eq. (2). If any node within a threshold time is not 

visited by ants then its pheromone will be evaporated as shown in Eq. (5) below: 

 

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = (𝑖 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑖𝑗---------------------------------------------- (5) 

 

After a certain transitory period, nodes will have enough amounts of pheromones which 

will attract more ants who carrying data packets from various sources for aggregation. 

 

3.3.3. Energy Dissipation Model 

    

   There are various energy models [28] available for energy dissipation in wireless 

sensor networks. We used Heinzelman et. al.[29] energy dissipation model for power 

dissipation. Hence, in our work, for transmitting and receiving a k-bit message over a distance 

d using the above radio model, it expends: 

 

(For transmitter)           𝐸𝑇𝑥 =  𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒  × 𝑘 + 휀𝑎𝑚𝑝 × 𝑘 × 𝑑2………………...................... (6) 

 

(For receiver)  𝐸𝑅𝑥 =  𝐸𝑅𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒  × 𝑘 ……………......................……………………   (7) 

 

 In our experimental set up we assumed each message is of 1 bit, so by putting k=1 above 

we get: 

 

(For transmitter)  𝐸𝑇𝑥 =  𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒  + 휀𝑎𝑚𝑝 × 𝑑2……………………….........………... (8) 

 

(For receiver)  𝐸𝑅𝑥 =  𝐸𝑅𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒  ……………………………….....................………. (9)    

 

 The symbols and their values used in energy dissipation are given in energy dissipation 

parameter table 2 as: 

 

Symbol Meaning Energy Dissipation 

𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒 Transmitter Electronics 50 nJ/bit 

𝐸𝑅𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒 Receiver Electronics 50 nJ/bit 

휀𝑎𝑚𝑝 Transmit amplifier 100 J/bit/m2 

 

Table 2: Energy Dissipation Parameters 

 

[4] EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY 

 

Sensor nodes were deployed randomly in 200 × 200 m region. The Source and the sink 

node were defined randomly. The Euclidean distance from every node to each node is 
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calculated. If the distance between two nodes is less than 150 m then those sensor nodes were 

assumed connected. Then we applied depth first search algorithm to check whether the sensor 

network is connected. If it is unconnected then we repeat the whole procedure again until we 

don’t find the network connected as the sensor network is considered connected in realistic 

manner. 

Now, we applied ACO algorithm [5, 6] as described in section 3.3.1 for each node to get 

the random proportional values for every neighbor nodes to it. Then calculate the inverse of 

the aforesaid random proportional values and prepared a matrix of these calculated inverse 

random proportional values. This matrix is formulated just like as an adjacency matrix but 

instead of using edge weight we used inverse of the random proportional values calculated for 

all neighbors of every sensor node. Apply the PRIMS algorithm on this matrix and we get the 

adjacency matrix of minimum spanning tree using ACO algorithm. After getting the MST using 

ACO algorithm, packet transmission starts as described in section 4.1. 

During packet transmission, if any node or link failure occurs then we apply Q-MST as 

a fault tolerance mechanism which is already elaborated in section 3.1 to find an alternative 

link. Also, it detaches the failed link and transmission remains continue until all transmissions 

are not completed. Calculate the number of packets sent, received, end-to-end delay (section 

4.2) and energy dissipated using energy dissipation model explained in subsection 3.3.1. 

Similarly, the whole process is repeated for aggregation tree using traditional PRIMS 

algorithm and then compare the results of both aggregation tree generated by ACO algorithm 

and PRIMS algorithm in section 5. 

Various simulation parameters used in our experimental setup are given in table 3 as 

shown below: 

 

Symbol Meaning Values 

N Number of Sensor nodes 10-50 

R Transmission range 150 m 

𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒/ 𝐸𝑅𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒 Radio Dissipation 50 nJ/bit 

ϵamp Transmit amplifier 0.1 nJ/bit/m2 

ρ Pheromone evaporation parameter 0.3 

γ Relative influence of heuristic values η(i,j) 20 
 

Table 3: Simulation Parameters 

 

4.1 Packet Transmission Mechanisms 

   

  For the transmission of data packets from source node to sink node we used 

probabilistic approach which we adopted from prowler network simulator [30]. In it, every data 

packet has a probability between 0 and 1. The packet will only be transmitted to the next hop 

only if it has transmission probability greater than 0.5. 

 

4.2 End to End Delay 

 

  The end to end delay depends on the number of links between source nodes to 

sink node. We calculated end to end delay in our work as below: 
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 Time required for sending a packet at one link =   
𝐻+(

𝐷
𝑃

)

𝐶
................................................. (8) 

 

 Where, 

  H = Header size in bits 

  D = Bit size of application data 

  P = number of packets 

  C = link capacity (Buffer size) 

 

Thus, 

 Time required for sending a packet at N links = N× 
𝐻+(

𝐷
𝑃

)

𝐶
.............................................. (9) 

 

Here, in our experimental set up we assumed that every packet is homogeneous and have 

header size 2 bits and bit size of application data is 1 bit. The buffer size we have taken is 50 

as every link can store and transmit 50 packets at any time. The ratio (D/P) is 1 as the total no 

of packets are equal to the size of packets as every packet application data is of 1 bit. Thus by 

putting these values (D/P = 1, H = 2 and C = 50) in the above Eq. (8) we get:   

 

End- to- End Delay for sending a packet at N links = (3/5) × N................................... (10) 

 

[5] RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

In our work, the parameters of our focus are throughput, end-to-end delay and energy 

consumption. We performed the comparison related to aforesaid parameter as given below:  

a. Data Aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with fault tolerance and without fault 

tolerance. 

b. Data Aggregation using ACO algorithm with fault tolerance and without fault 

tolerance. 

c. Data aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with fault tolerance and ACO 

algorithm with fault tolerance. 

d. Data aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with fault tolerance and ACO 

algorithm with fault tolerance when number of nodes fixed. 

 

Here, we analysis one by one: 

 

5.1. Data Aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with F.T. (fault tolerance) and 

without F.T. 

 

 

 

5.1.1 Throughput Comparison 

  

 The throughput comparison of data aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with 

fault tolerance and without fault tolerance is shown in fig. below: 
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Fig. 3: Throughput comparison of PRIMS without FT v/s with FT 

 

From the fig. 3 it is clear that throughput of the PRIMS algorithm with fault tolerance is 

better than without fault tolerance as whenever a channel of a node or link between two nodes 

becomes failure then packet transmission mechanism stop and thus throughput goes down. 

Similarly, the end-to-end delay comparison is shown. 

    

5.1.2 End-to-End Delay Comparison 

 
   The End to end delay comparison of data aggregation using PRIMS 

algorithm with fault tolerance and without fault tolerance is shown in fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4: End-to-End Delay comparison of PRIMS without FT v/s with FT 
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5.2 Data Aggregation Using ACO Algorithm with F.T. v/s Without F.T. 

 

5.2.1 Throughput Comparison 

  The throughput comparison of data aggregation using ACO algorithm with fault 

tolerance and without fault tolerance is shown in fig. 5 below. 

It is shown by fig. that the throughput of ACO algorithm without fault tolerance and with 

fault tolerance is almost same in case of there is no link failure but in case of link or node failure 

when number of nodes 35 and 50 we can see clearly that the throughput with fault tolerance is 

high as data aggregation with fault tolerance is essential. 

 

Fig. 5: Throughput comparison of ACO algorithm without FT v/s with FT 

 

5.2.2 End-to-End Delay Comparison 

   
  The end-to-end delay comparison is also shown here in fig. 6 below. The delay 

remains almost same in both cases. 

 

 

Fig. 6: End-to-End Delay comparison of ACO algorithm without FT v/s with FT 
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5.3 Data Aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with F.T. v/s ACO algorithm with 

F.T. 

 
Here in this section, we compared both PRIMS algorithm with fault tolerance by Q-MST 

and ACO algorithm with fault tolerance by Q-MST as below. 
 

5.3.1 Throughput Comparison 

 

 

Fig. 7: Throughput comparison of PRIMS algorithm with FT v/s ACO algorithm with FT 

 

  The throughput comparison between both algorithms with fault tolerance as said 

above is shown in fig. 7. Here, we can see that the throughput is quite high using ACO 

algorithm. 

 

  

5.3.2 End-to-End Delay Comparison 

 
Here, the end-to-end delay comparison between the aforesaid algorithms is given.  
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Fig. 8: End-to-End Delay comparison of PRIMS algorithm with FT v/s ACO algorithm with FT 

 Here, the fig. 8 shows that the end-to-end delay by PRIMS algorithm with Q-MST (fault 

tolerance) is much high as compared to ACO algorithm with Q-MST. Our aim in sensor 

network is to reduce end-to-end delay thus data aggregation using ACO algorithm with fault 

tolerance using Q-MST is better. 

 

5.3.3 Power Consumption Comparison 

 

  The power consumption in aggregation using PRIMS with fault tolerance and 

aggregation using ACO with fault tolerance is shown in fig. 9. It shows that the power 

consumption in aggregation using ACO algorithm is less than PRIMS algorithm. In some cases 

it may be high but in most cases it is less than PRIMS algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 9: Power Consumption comparison of PRIMS algorithm with FT v/s ACO algorithm with FT 

 

 

5.4 Data aggregation using PRIMS algorithm with F.T. v/s ACO algorithm with F.T. 

when no. of nodes fixed (i.e. no. of sensor nodes = 50) 
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  Here, in this section we compared the data aggregation using PRIMS algorithm 

with fault tolerance and aggregation using ACO algorithm with fault tolerance with number of 

nodes are fixed and by varying other variables. The numbers of nodes were fixed to 50 and 

then recorded the simulations by varying other parameters. The results are given as:  

 

5.4.1 Throughput Comparison 

   

   The throughput comparison of above said is given as below: In it, by 

fixing the number of nodes we varied the no. of transmissions. Each transmission transmits 50 

packets equal to link capacity (Buffer size). The fig. 10 shows that the throughput by ACO 

algorithm is much better than PRIMS algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 10: Throughput comparison of PRIMS algorithm with FT v/s ACO algorithm with FT when no. 

ofnodes are fixed 

5.4.2 End-to-End Delay Comparison 

 
  The end-to-end comparison of above mentioned in this section is given. The fig. 

11 shows that the end-to-end delay by ACO algorithm is very low and remains almost same as 

compared to PRIMS algorithm which is very high and variable. 

 

 

Fig. 11: End-to-End Delay comparison of PRIMS algorithm with FT v/s ACO algorithm with FT while no. 

of nodes fixed 
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5.4.3 Energy Consumption Comparison 

 

   The energy consumption comparison is also shown with variable 

number of transmission with nodes remains fixed. The fig. 12 shows that during less number 

of transmissions the energy consumption using ACO is slightly higher than PRIMS algorithm 

but as we increases the number of transmission the energy dissipation reduces as compared to 

PRIMS algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 12: Energy Consumption comparison of PRIMS algorithm with FT v/s ACO algorithm with FT when 

no. of nodes are fixed 

 

 

[6] CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

As we can see from the result analysis section that data aggregation using fault tolerance 

is highly recommended in sensor networks and we compared the data aggregation using PRIMS 

algorithm with ACO algorithm and for the fault tolerance mechanism we used Q-MST using 

ABC algorithm. The results shows that, in every aspect data aggregation using ACO algorithm 

with fault tolerance using Q-MST gives better results. The main parameters of interest are 

throughput, end-to-end delay and power dissipation parameters. 

The future scope of our work is, as the sensor nodes were deployed randomly and 

remained fixed later. Hence, this work can be extended to dynamic deployment as the location 

of every sensor may change dynamically. Further, more artificial intelligence techniques like 

particle swarm optimization, firefly algorithm etc. may be applied to perform data aggregation 

and spanning tree generation.   
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